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In 2011, the Boston Red Sox seemed destined for postestine glory. But at the end of the season, Silver saw signs of an ominous streak of loss and wondered, statistically, if they were heading towards a collapse of historical proportions. They were. The team didn't even make it to the playoffs. Silver's presidential predictions made him famous. He correctly
called the winner in 49 out of 50 states in 2008 and 50 out of 50 states in 2012. His predictions for the United States Senate have been just as good. In 2008, he predicted the winner in 35 of 35 races. Four years later, he went 31 for 33.The Oscars Silver adjusted their models for the Academy Awards in 2011. She was right in four of the top five categories,
including Best Picture (The King's Speech) and Best Actress (Natalie Portman). The Final Four When the 2013 NCAA group was announced, Silver called Louisville the favorite, giving the Cardinals a 22.7% chance of winning. For the Final Four, he increased the team's chances to 55%. Louisville beat Michigan in the final. The silver of time tends to avoid
weather, but in 2011, after exploring the correlations between wind speed and financial damage, a terrible warning sounded about the potential economic impact of Hurricane Irene in New York. Silver's warning of multimillion-dollar losses was at stake. [Image: Flickr user Eran Sandler] Whether you agree with his self-imposing title of The Originator or not, Bo
Diddley was undoubtedly one of the true great innovators of early rock. Known not only for his guitars strangely, the pioneering use of women in his act and his seemingly endless self-off and creativity in the only place that always counts the most: the songs, Bo Diddley released a number of hits throughout his career and inspired a generation of artists with
his music. Here are Bo's ten most durable musical gifts for the world, in no particular order. The other side of his original debut 45 has been overshadowed a little over time by Muddy Waters' response song Mannish Boy, but Bo laid the groundwork, creating a fusion of blues and rock that somehow doesn't swallow either. And was there any better example of
blues infiltrating pop music? I'm A Man became one of Bo's purest blues numbers and a perennial concert favorite. It was also covered by several British invasion bands, most not all the Yardbirds. Who Do You Love offers a rich blend of Black American folklore, setting an even harder rhythm of the Bo Diddley brand and creating an even more powerful
sense of mythical voodoo sexual magic. If Bo Diddley was charming, this follow-up was fierce, demanding and totally dominant for the senses. George Thoroughgood later further amplified it, but the original contains a more Later covered by everyone from Creedence Clearwater Revival to Eric Clapton, this deathless gem walks instead of pounds, proof that
Bo had more than one rhythmic trick up his sleeve. The guitar seemingly out of dips and dives only add to the general discomfort, adding to the lyrical romantic turmoil. Diddley even plays with the title of the song, Before you accuse me... that continues in the lyrics, look at yourself. The second song released from his album Go Bo Diddley, this song never
reached a great commercial acclaim, but has been covered by Paul McCartney and The Rolling Stones. With the lyrics asking the question, what's bothering you? and answering Yes, yes, you're cracking, no wonder this number of tongue-in-cheek was covered by some of rock's most brazen artists. Not because of what many consider Bo's classical period,
but rather from a time in the early 1960s when Bo was desperately trying to attract surfing and twisting fashion (among others), You can't judge a book on the cover remains his last big hit. The most traditional of its legendary tracks and one that features some of its best screams and guitar sling, the song almost became a Top 40 hit, landing just shy of the
brand. In fact, there may be more of Bo's personality on this side than any other. You've got the radio too low, scream in a moment, carried alone. Up! Good advice. Another favorite of the British, Mona is a rockabilly number with an appeal of songs from his previous hits. Diddley employed a number of his traditional Mockingbird-style coptics, but there's
something different here, a wild passion bo must have been calling from the depths of his own desire. Along the track, he screams and moans in a way that makes most rockers of the time (including Elvis, who certainly stole a couple of moves from this) sound positively plastic. Thick and dark enough to be a swamp-rock progenitor but authentic enough to
have been born into the rich blues of the Mississippi Delta, the very influential song Pretty Thing relies on Bo's usual rolling rhythms to create a kind of backwood hoe. It sounds like love, but it feels like lust, made at once more primal by the alternative vows of fidelity he casts from Diddley. This song became so influential, in fact, that Britpop's seminal band
The Pretty Things took its own name from it. Bring It to Jerome is one of Diddley's blues-oriented tracks and features nothing less than Bo's maraca player Jerome Green, taking half the voice as the two call the female object of their desire to bring him home, take him to Jerome. You can probably guess what it is, but as usual with Bo and the company, the
pace is most of the message. Bo practically invented punk with this hyperactive two-step, another chapter in the mythology Bo that talks about a woman who stretched and hung up like the buffalo beak and also finally began to slide and slide like a car. The of call and answer—the gospel in nature five years before the birth of the soul but imbued with a close-
hillbilly howl—only adds the glorious confusion, creating a cacophony of music that could raise a genre. Bo would later claim to have invented rap with this novelty number, surprisingly the only De Bo album to reach Billboard's Top 40. It's true that Bo and Jerome are talking about rhythm instead of singing about it, but they're not on the beat at all. This
charming piano-laden samba, in fact, is culturally significant in other ways: it is the first large-scale introduction to the African-American tradition of comic insults, or playing the dozens. Turns out Bo's girl is so ugly she had to sneak into a glass of water for a drink. From its stylistic origins in the 1950s, to its electrification in the early 1980s, to its renaissance in
the 1990s, Funk has been part of america's urban music scene for more than half a century. Numerous funk songs have become legendary, through radio, TV commercials, movie soundtracks, and when covered by other artists. GAB Archive/Redferns Why should I feel that way? Why should I chase the cat?... Bow wow wow, yippe yo yippe yay
Unforgettable lyrics from George Clinton's 1982 classic, Atomic Dog. Clinton reached number one on the Billboard R&amp;B chart for the first time as a soloist in 1982 with Atomic Dog from her debut solo album, Computer Games. The classic has been sampled dozens of times, including songs by Prince, The Notorious B.I.G., Tupac Shakur, Dr. Dre, Nas,
Aaliyah. Ice Cube, and Snoop Dogg. Raymond Boyd/Michael Ochs Archives/Getty Images released in 1980 as the Zapp group's first single led by Roger Troutman, More Bounce To The Ounce became popular again a decade later due to the strong display of numerous rap acts, including EPMD and the Notorious BIG. This was one of the first hits to use a
talk box that modifies the sound of a musical instrument singing through a microphone. Bootsy Collins co-produced the song that reached number two on the Billboard R&amp;B. Michael Ochs Archives/Getty Images From Sly &amp; the Family Stone's 1970 Greatest Hits album, Thank You (Falettinme Be Mice Elf Agin) was the second single by the group to
reach the top of the Billboard Hot 100 and R&amp;B charts. It was R&amp;B's number one song for five weeks. The song features the ingenious bass line created by legendary Larry Graham. Michael Ochs Archives/Getty Images From the 1977 album Funkentelechy Vs. The Placebo Syndrome, Flashlight reached number one on the Billboard R&amp;B
chart. It was his second million-dollar single. This is another timeless funk classic that has endured for generations due to constant sampling. Echoes/Redfern Grooving his path to freedom is the subject of this song, as George Clinton's lyrics demonstrate: Here's my chance to dance my way out of my constrictions. The song Funkadelic's 1978 album One
Nation Under A Groove became the group's first number one hit on the Billboard R&amp;B chart. It was the group's first single. Tom Copi/Michael Ochs Archives/Getty Images Published august four months after the assassination of Dr. Martin Luther King Jr., Dilo Loud - I'm Black and I'm Proud became an anthem of the civil rights movement. It remained at
number one for six weeks on the Billboard R&amp;B chart and symbolized James Brown's reverence as Soul Brother Number One. It was his first recording with trombonist Fred Wesley. Anthony Barboza/Getty Images The Queen of Soul proved he tasted funk with Rock Steady. From Aretha Franklin's 1972 album Young, Gifted and Black, Rock Steady
became her twelfth gold single. Franklin composed the song that featured Donny Hathaway on the piano. RB/Redferns From the 1981 Street Songs album, Super Freak. became Rick James' song. It reached number one on the Billboard Dance chart, with background vocals from The Temptations. Nine years later, it became the basis of MC Hammer U't
Touch This's iconic hit, and James won a Grammy Award for Best R&amp;B Song in 1991 as its songwriter. Michael Ochs Archives/Getty Images George Clinton earned his nickname Dr. Funkenstein by composing Funkadelic's production of funk classics such as (Not Just) Knee Deep. It became the group's second number one hit on the Billboard R&amp;B
chart. The original version of the album Uncle Jam Wants You is a 15-minute funkafied. Michael Ochs Archives/Getty Images The Godfather of the Soul, James Brown, was also Funk's Godfather. This song is a remedy for anyone suffering from nervous tension, as he sings: Get up from it and dance until you feel better, get up from the truth and try to release
that pressure. Brown released Get Up Offa that Thing in 1976 as a two-part single. It reached number four on the R&amp;B and was its biggest hit in the mid-to-late 1970s. Michael Ochs Archives/Getty Images Stevie Wonder is not known as a funk artist, but he demonstrated that he knows how to go down and fill with his 1972 classic, Superstition. Wonder
composed, produced and recorded Superstition when he was 22, creating a new sound with his innovative use of synthesizers, live drums and guitar work. Wonder received two Grammy Awards for Superstition from her 1972 album, Talking Book. She won Best Vocal Performance R&amp;B, Men's and Best Rhythm and Blues Song. Superstition was also in
the Grammy Hall of Fame. It reached number one on the Billboard Hot 100 and R&amp;B. Richard E. Aaron/Redferns From Kool and the band's fourth album, Wild and Peaceful in 1973, Jungle Boogie was the band's big hit, peaking at number two on the Billboard R&amp;B chart, and number four on the Hot 100. Billboard ranked it as the 1974 12th song.
Jungle Boogie has been sampled numerous times, including In Hey Ladies of The Beastie Boys (1989), Madonna's Erotica (1992) and Janet Jackson's You Want This (1994). The song also appeared in Fiction by Quentin Tarantino. Edited by Ken Simmons on March 27, 2016, 2016
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